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Abstract 
Most scientometricians reject the use of the journal impact factor for 
assessing individual articles and their authors. The well-known San 
Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment also strongly objects 
against this way of using the impact factor. Arguments against the use 
of the impact factor at the level of individual articles are often based 
on statistical considerations. The skewness of journal citation 
distributions typically plays a central role in these arguments. We 
present a theoretical analysis of statistical arguments against the use 
of the impact factor at the level of individual articles. Our analysis 
shows that these arguments do not support the conclusion that the 
impact factor should not be used for assessing individual articles. 
Using computer simulations, we demonstrate that under certain 
conditions the number of citations an article has received is a more 
accurate indicator of the value of the article than the impact factor. 
However, under other conditions, the impact factor is a more accurate 
indicator. It is important to critically discuss the dominant role of the 
impact factor in research evaluations, but the discussion should not 
be based on misplaced statistical arguments. Instead, the primary 
focus should be on the socio-technical implications of the use of the 
impact factor.
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1. Introduction
The journal impact factor (IF) is the most commonly used  
indicator for assessing scientific journals. IFs are calculated  
based on the Web of Science database. They are reported each 
year in the Journal Citation Reports published by Clarivate  
Analytics. Essentially, for a certain year y, the IF of a journal  
equals the average number of citations received in year y by  
articles published in the journal in years y–1 and y–2. Although 
the IF is an indicator at the level of journals, it is used not 
only for assessing journals as a whole, but also for assessing  
individual articles in a journal. IF-based assessments of  
individual articles are usually used to evaluate the researchers or  
the institutions by which the articles have been authored.

There is a lot of criticism on the IF and its use in research  
evaluations (e.g., DORA, 2013; Seglen, 1997; Vanclay, 2012). 
One of the most common concerns relates to the use of the IF  
for assessing individual articles. It is often argued that from 
a statistical point of view it is incorrect, or at least highly  
problematic, to use journal-level indicators such as the IF in 
the assessment of individual articles (e.g., Garfield, 2006;  
Gingras, 2016; Larivière et al., 2016; Leydesdorff et al., 2016;  
Seglen, 1992; Seglen, 1997; Zhang et al., 2017). This point 
is also made in the well-known San Francisco Declaration  
on Research Assessment (DORA, 2013). The argument is that 
the IF is a journal-level indicator and that it therefore tells 
us something about a journal as a whole, but not about an  
individual article in a journal. Typically the argument is  
supported by pointing out that the distribution of citations over 
the articles in a journal is highly skewed, with a small share of 
the articles in a journal receiving a large share of the citations  
(Seglen, 1992; Seglen, 1997). The IF of a journal therefore is 
not representative of the number of citations of an individual 
article in the journal. According to Curry (2012), a promi-
nent critic of the IF, the use of the IF at the level of individual  
articles reflects ‘statistical illiteracy’.

In this paper, we analyze in detail the above statistical  
argument against the use of the IF for assessing individual  
articles. We point out that the argument does not logically lead 
to the conclusion that the IF should not be used at the level  
of individual articles. The argument leads to this conclusion 
only when additional assumptions are made. If one considers 
these assumptions to be reasonable, the use of the IF for assess-
ing individual articles should indeed be rejected. However,  
if one makes alternative assumptions, the opposite conclu-
sion may be reached and the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles may be argued to be preferable over the use  

of indicators defined at the level of individual articles, such  
as the number of citations of an article.

The aim of this paper is not to argue in favor of or against either 
the IF in general or the specific use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles. The analysis that we present does not enable 
us to draw a general conclusion on the appropriateness of  
IF-based assessment of individual articles. Rather, our aim is 
to criticize the statistical objections typically raised against the  
use of the IF at the level of individual articles. We argue that 
these objections are misguided. In our view, it is important to 
critically discuss the dominant role of the IF in research evalua-
tions, but the discussion should not be based on the misplaced 
argument that the use of a journal-level indicator for assessing  
individual articles is statistically flawed. Instead, the discussion  
should for instance consider the calculation of the IF  
(e.g., consistency of the numerator and denominator and choice 
of publication and citation windows), its transparency, and 
its vulnerability to manipulation. Even more importantly, the 
discussion should focus on the socio-technical implications  
of the pervasive use of the IF.

Although the discussion in this paper focuses on the IF, we  
emphasize that the discussion also applies to other citation-
based indicators for journals. Indicators such as Eigenfactor 
Score and Article Influence Score (West et al., 2010), Source  
Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP; Moed, 2010; Waltman  
et al., 2013), Scimago Journal Rank (SJR; González-Pereira  
et al., 2010; Guerrero-Bote & Moya-Anegón, 2012), geometric 
IF (Thelwall & Fairclough, 2015), and CiteScore (James et al.,  
2019) differ from the IF in various ways. However, like the 
IF, these indicators are all defined at the level of journals. 
The discussion on the use of journal-level indicators at the 
level of individual articles is therefore equally relevant for 
these indicators as it is for the IF. Our focus in this paper is 
on the IF simply because the IF is the most commonly used  
journal-level indicator, and consequently also the indica-
tor that is debated most heavily. We refer to Waltman (2016, 
Section 8) for an overview of the literature on citation-based  
indicators for journals.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview 
of the discussion on the use of the IF for assessing individual  
articles. Section 3 provides an illustrative example analyzing  
the use of the IF at the level of individual articles. This is  
followed in Section 4 by a more general conceptual discussion 
on the use of the IF for assessing individual articles. The  
illustrative example in Section 3 and the conceptual discussion 
in Section 4 aim to make clear that from a statistical point of  
view the use of the IF at the level of individual articles does  
not need to be wrong. Section 5 presents computer simulations  
to further illustrate this point. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss  
our findings and summarize our conclusions.

2. Background
There is a sizeable literature discussing the IF and its use 
in research evaluations (for a recent overview, see Larivière  
& Sugimoto, 2019). The discussion has partly focused on 

      Amendments from Version 1
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technical and statistical issues in the calculation of the IF  
(e.g., Glänzel & Moed, 2002; Seglen, 1997), such as the defini-
tion of so-called ‘citable items’ in the denominator of the IF  
(e.g., Moed & Van Leeuwen, 1995; Moed & Van Leeuwen, 
1996) and the time window based on which the IF is calculated  
(e.g., Glänzel & Schoepflin, 1995; Moed et al., 1998). In  
addition, there has also been discussion about the transparency 
of the IF (e.g., PLoS Medicine Editors, 2006; Rossner et al.,  
2007; Vanclay, 2012), the vulnerability of the IF to manipulation 
(e.g., Chorus & Waltman, 2016; Martin, 2016; Wilhite & Fong, 
2012), and the dominant role of the IF in research evaluations  
(e.g., McKiernan et al., 2019; Quan et al., 2017; Rushforth & 
De Rijcke, 2015). An extensive discussion about the IF has  
taken place in a special issue of Scientometrics (Braun, 2012). 
This discussion was triggered by a critical paper about the IF by  
Vanclay (2012). The producers of the IF have also repeatedly 
contributed to discussions about the IF (e.g., Garfield, 1996;  
Garfield, 2006; Pendlebury, 2009; Pendlebury & Adams, 2012; 
Wouters et al., 2019).

In this paper, we restrict our attention to statistical objec-
tions against the use of the IF for assessing individual articles. 
Below we first review some literature that argues against  
IF-based assessment of individual articles. We then discuss a  
few sources that suggest that there are some limited opportunities 
for IF-based assessment of individual articles.

2.1. Statistical objections against the use of the impact 
factor for assessing individual articles
Statistical objections against IF-based assessment of individual 
articles go back at least to classical papers by Seglen (1992);  
Seglen (1997). Seglen shows that the distribution of citations  
over the articles in a journal is highly skewed. He then draws the 
following conclusion (Seglen, 1992, p. 631):

�The great variability in citedness within a journal has  
important implications for the significance attached to the  
journal impact factor. In several countries, this easily  
available factor has been used in academic evaluations of  
individual scientists, on the implicit premise that the impact 
factor of the journal is representative of its constituent  
articles, and hence, of the article authors. The skewness 
of the journal article distributions shows that this premise 
does not hold true: only a minor fraction of the articles are  
cited anywhere near the journal mean ... Assigning the 
same value to all articles in a journal will overestimate 
the less influential and underestimate the more influential  
articles, thus effectively leveling out the very differences that  
evaluation procedures should seek to identify.

Eugene Garfield, who created the IF in the early days of the  
Science Citation Index, draws a similar conclusion (Garfield,  
2006, p. 92):

 Typically, when the author’s work is examined, the impact  
factors of the journals involved are substituted for the  
actual citation count. Thus, the journal impact factor is used 
to estimate the expected count of individual papers, which 
is rather dubious considering the known skewness observed  
for most journals.

In 2013, the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 
(DORA) was published. It has attracted a lot of attention and  
support. DORA strongly rejects the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles. A number of arguments are given, one of 
them being that “citation distributions within journals are highly  
skewed”, leading to the recommendation not to “use journal- 
based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors, as a surrogate 
measure of the quality of individual research articles (or) to  
assess an individual scientist’s contributions” (DORA, 2013). 
DORA also recommends journal publishers to “make available 
a range of article-level metrics to encourage a shift toward  
assessment based on the scientific content of an article 
rather than publication metrics of the journal in which it was  
published”.

In line with DORA, in his monograph on bibliometrics and  
research evaluation, Gingras (2016) also uses the skewness 
of citation distributions to argue against the use of the IF for  
assessing individual articles (p. 47–48):

 The IF remains a measure related to the journal, not to the 
articles it contains. The fundamental reason that makes it a  
flawed indicator of the value of individual articles is that 
the distribution of actual citations received by the articles  
published in a given journal follows a power law similar to 
that of Alfred Lotka for productivity, which means that most  
articles are in fact cited very little. Only a few are very  
highly cited, and they inflate the value of the IF ... If one  
wants to measure the quality or visibility of a particular  
item, one must look at the citations actually received in the 
years following its publication. But that of course takes  
time, and those who prefer ‘quick and dirty’ evaluation do 
not want to wait three to five years. So they use the IF of the  
journal in which the papers are published as a proxy of  
their quality and impact, even though such a measure is  
totally inappropriate.

A high-profile paper by Larivière et al. (2016) again draws  
attention to the skewness of the distribution of citations over 
the articles in a journal. The authors recommend that, when a  
journal publishes its IF, it should also publish the underlying 
citation distribution. In this way, awareness will be drawn to the  
skewness of the citation distribution, and this skewness can  
then be taken into account in the interpretation of the IF. 
Like the sources discussed above, Larivière et al. regard the  
skewness of the citation distribution of a journal as an argument 
against the use of the IF for assessing individual articles. 
They observe that “for all journals there are large numbers of 
papers with few citations and relatively few papers with many  
citations”, which they argue “underscores the need to examine  
each paper on its own merits and serves as a caution against  
over-simplistic interpretations of the JIF” (p. 5).

In a recent paper by Zhang et al. (2017), the work by Seglen  
(1992); Seglen (1997) is revisited. Seglen’s empirical findings 
are confirmed based on a much larger amount of data, leading  
to the following conclusion (p. 14–15):

 Although some journals are certainly more prestigious, 
attractive and selective than others, one should not infer 
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the quality of the individual article from the status of 
the journal. Moreover, even if citations are taken as an  
indication of quality, the citation impact of a journal 
remains a weak predictor of the citation impact of each of  
its articles. Consequently, individual contributions should  
not be evaluated by where they are published.

Leydesdorff et al. (2016) also present a statistical objection  
against the use of the IF for assessing individual articles. 
Their objection does not relate to the skewness of citation  
distributions. Instead, it is based on the concept of ecological  
fallacy (p. 2140):

 The use of the JIF for the evaluation of individual 
papers provides an example of the so-called “ecological  
fallacy” ...: inferences about the nature of single records  
(here: papers) are deduced from inferences about the group 
to which these records belong (here: the journals where the  
papers were published). However, an individual child can 
be weak in math in a school class which is the best in a  
school district. Citizen bibliometricians ... may nevertheless 
wish to continue to use the JIF in research evaluations for 
pragmatic reasons, but this practice is ill-advised from the  
technical perspective of professional bibliometrics.

Paulus et al. (2018) also use the concept of ecological fallacy  
to criticize the use of the IF at the level of individual articles.

2.2. Limited opportunities for the use of the impact 
factor for assessing individual articles
Using statistical arguments similar to the ones presented above, 
most scientometricians reject the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles. However, some scientometricians argue 
that there is some room for assessing individual articles using  
the IF or some other journal-level indicator.

According to Abramo et al. (2010, p. 832), “there is an  
agreement among scholars on the superiority of citations over 
impact factor as proxy of quality of publications for ‘old’  
articles”. However, for recent articles, Abramo et al. argue that  
the situation is different:

 Citations observed at a moment too close to the date of  
publication will not necessarily offer a proxy of quality that 
is preferable to impact factor. Yet bibliometric evaluation  
exercises ... should be based on observations of the most  
recent possible past. For evaluations over periods that are 
very close in time to the date of conducting the exercise, and  
especially in certain disciplines, the impact factor can thus  
be a predictor of the real impact of an article, and possibly a 
better one than citations.

A similar argument is made by Levitt & Thelwall (2011).  
Rather than choosing between the number of citations of an  
article and the IF of the journal in which an article has  
appeared, Levitt and Thelwall suggest combining the number 
of citations and the IF into a hybrid indicator. In the context of  
providing indicators to peer review panels in the UK Research 
Excellence Framework, Levitt and Thelwall reach the following 
conclusion (p. 307):

 Particularly for very recently published articles, an indica-
tor based on the average of the standard indicator of citation 
and the IF of the journal ... could form the basis of a useful  
indicator for peer review panels.

Ancaiani et al. (2015) discuss how the Italian research evalua-
tion exercise takes into account both the number of citations of an 
article and the IF of the journal in which an article has appeared. 
In line with the ideas of Abramo et al. (2010) and Levitt &  
Thelwall (2011), the IF plays a prominent role especially in the 
assessment of recent articles. When the number of citations  
and the IF provide conflicting information, the IF is given 
more weight in the case of recent articles, while the number of  
citations has more weight in the case of older articles.

Another perspective is provided by Moed (2005) in his  
monograph on citation analysis and research evaluation.  
According to Moed, assessing articles using journal-level  
indicators is acceptable, but the assessment should focus on 
the entire oeuvre of a research group rather than on individual  
articles. Moreover, Moed emphasizes that journal-level indicators 
reflect a different aspect of the performance of a research group 
than article-level indicators (p. 84–85):

 Journal impact is a performance aspect in its own right, 
but cannot be used to predict actual citation rates. The 
extent to which groups of scientists publish their output 
in the more prestigious, or even the ‘top’ journals in their 
fields, is often viewed as an important aspect of scientific  
research performance. (An) indicator of the impact of a 
group’s journal packet ... can be validly used to assess this  
aspect.

3. Illustrative example
In this section, we present a simple illustrative example  
analyzing the use of the IF for assessing individual articles. 
The example introduces some of the key ideas that will play an  
important role in the conceptual discussion in Section 4 and in 
the computer simulations in Section 5. Before presenting the  
example, we first discuss the difference between observable and  
non-observable concepts in citation analysis.

3.1. Observable and non-observable concepts
In order to have a careful and precise discussion on the use 
of the IF for assessing individual articles, it is essential to  
distinguish between observable and non-observable concepts 
in citation analysis (for a similar idea in a somewhat different  
context, see Waltman et al., 2013). Important observable  
concepts are the number of citations of an article and the IF 
of a journal. These observable concepts are important not so  
much because they are of interest themselves, but mainly  
because they may tell us something about certain non- 
observable concepts that we are interested in. In the context 
of the assessment of scientific articles, examples of these  
non-observable concepts could be the quality, the impact, 
and the influence of an article. The general idea of citation 
analysis is that an observable concept, such as the number of  
citations of an article, provides an approximate representation 
of a non-observable concept, such as the impact of an article.  
The observable concept is then regarded as an indicator of the 
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non-observable concept. The number of citations of an article 
for instance is often regarded as an indicator of the impact of the  
article. Likewise, the IF of a journal is sometimes seen as an  
indicator of the quality of the journal.

The use of a certain observable concept as an indicator of a 
certain non-observable concept often causes debate. There  
usually is disagreement on whether the observable concept  
provides a sufficiently close approximation of the non-observable 
concept. For instance, some may consider the number of  
citations of an article to be a suitable indicator of the impact of the  
article, but others may disagree and may argue that citations  
do not provide a sufficiently close approximation of impact. At 
a more fundamental level, the difficulty is that non-observable  
concepts typically lack a clear and unambiguous definition. 
The concepts of quality, impact, and influence for instance are  
understood differently by different people, making it challeng-
ing to agree on the use of citations as an indicator of any of these  
concepts.

In this paper, we do not want to enter the debate about which 
non-observable concepts may or may not be represented by 
the number of citations of an article. Instead, we start from 
the idea that assessing an article is equivalent to determining 
the value of the article, where we use value as a general  
non-observable concept that, depending on the precise criterion  
based on which one wants articles to be assessed, may for  
instance be understood as quality, impact, influence, importance, 
or usefulness. The main point that we want to make in this  
paper does not depend on the specific understanding that one 
has of the concept of value, and therefore there is no need to  
provide a precise definition of this concept. However, in  
Subsection 4.2, we will say a bit more about the implications of  
different ways in which the concept of value can be understood.

For further discussion on the conceptual foundation of  
citation analysis, we refer to Bornmann & Daniel (2008); 
De Bellis (2009, Chapter 7); Moed (2005, Chapters 15–17);  
Nicolaisen (2007) & Tahamtan & Bornmann (2019).

3.2. Example
We now provide a simple example comparing the assessment 
of articles based on either the IF of the journal in which they  
have appeared or the number of citations they have received.  
The example introduces some of the key ideas that will be  
further elaborated in Sections 4 and 5. It also illustrates the  
importance of making a careful distinction between observable  
and non-observable concepts.

The situation that we analyze in our example is an extreme  
simplification of reality (for a somewhat similar type of  
analysis, see Waltman et al., 2013). Some may regard this as a 
weakness of the example. However, we regard it as a strength,  
because the extreme simplification enables us to focus on the 
most essential issues, without being distracted by irrelevant  
details.

We consider a situation in which the value of an article is  
either low or high and in which an article is either lowly 
cited or highly cited. There are 200 articles. Of these articles,  
100 are of low value and 100 are of high value. Likewise,  
100 are lowly cited and 100 are highly cited. Furthermore, there  
are just two journals, journal A and journal B. Each journal  
has published 100 articles.

Our aim is to identify as accurately as possible the articles that 
are of high value. As pointed out in Subsection 3.1, the value  
of an article is a non-observable concept. This means that 
high-value articles cannot be directly identified. We therefore  
compare two approaches that try to identify these articles in 
an indirect way. One approach is to select all articles that are  
highly cited. The other approach is to select all articles that 
have appeared in the journal with the higher IF. In the situation  
in which each article is either lowly cited or highly cited, the  
journal with the higher IF is the journal with the larger share 
of highly cited articles. We want to find out which of the above 
two approaches for identifying high-value articles is more  
accurate. For each approach, we quantify the accuracy of 
the approach by determining the probability that a selected  
article is indeed of high value.

The number of citations of an article may provide an approxi-
mate representation of the value of an article. Because the  
representation is approximate, being highly cited does not  
need to coincide with being of high value. In the first scenario 
that we consider (i.e., scenario 1), 90% of the articles that are 
of high value are highly cited. The other 10% are lowly cited.  
Conversely, 90% of the articles that are of low value are lowly  
cited. The other 10% are highly cited. This information is  
summarized in Table 1.

Suppose that 80 articles in journal A are of high value, while 
only 20 articles in journal B are of high value. The remaining  
articles in both journals are of low value. This yields the  
situation presented in Table 2. As can be seen in the table,  
the number of highly cited articles in journal A equals 90% × 80 
+ 10% × 20 = 74. On the other hand, journal B has published  
90% × 20 + 10% × 80 = 26 highly cited articles. Consequently, 
journal A has published a larger share of highly cited articles 
than journal B, and therefore journal A has a higher IF than  
journal B.

Table 1. Probability that an article is 
lowly or highly cited conditional on 
the article being of low or high value 
(scenario 1).

Lowly cited Highly cited

Low value 0.9 0.1

High value 0.1 0.9
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If we choose to identify high-value articles based on the 
IF, we select all 100 articles in journal A, which yields 80  
high-value articles. The other approach is to identify high-value 
articles based on an article’s number of citations. If we choose 
this approach, we select all 100 highly cited articles. 90% of 
these articles are of high value, so this results in 90 high-value 
articles. Hence, in scenario 1, it is more accurate to identify  
high-value articles based on an article’s number of citations 
than based on the IF. This is in agreement with commonly used  
statistical arguments against the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles.

We now consider a second scenario (i.e., scenario 2). In this  
scenario, instead of 90% only 70% of the high-value articles 
are highly cited. The other 30% are lowly cited. Of the  
low-value articles, 70% are lowly cited and 30% are highly  
cited. Like in scenario 1, 80 articles in journal A are of high  
value, while only 20 articles in journal B are of high value. 
All other articles are of low value. Scenario 2 is summarized in  
Table 3 and Table 4.

To what extent does scenario 2 lead to different outcomes than 
scenario 1? In scenario 2, journals A and B have published  
respectively 70% × 80 + 30% × 20 = 62 and 70% × 20 + 30% 
× 80 = 38 highly cited articles. Hence, like in scenario 1, journal  

A has a higher IF than journal B. If we choose to identify  
high-value articles based on the IF, we select all 100 articles in  
journal A. This yields 80 high-value articles, which is identical 
to the outcome obtained in scenario 1. On the other hand, if we  
choose to identify high-value articles based on an article’s  
number of citations, we select all 100 highly cited articles. In 
scenario 2, only 70% of these articles are of high value, and  
therefore we obtain only 70 high-value articles.

Importantly, the conclusion that we reach in scenario 2 is the  
opposite of the conclusion drawn in scenario 1. In scenario 2, 
identifying high-value articles based on an article’s number of  
citations is less accurate than identifying high-value articles  
based on the IF. The accuracy of citations as an indicator of 
the value of an article is lower in scenario 2 than in scenario 1,  
but this difference in the accuracy of citations does not affect the 
accuracy of the IF. This explains why the two scenarios yield  
opposite conclusions and why in scenario 2 the IF is a more  
accurate indicator of the value of an article than the number of  
citations of the article.

Of course, the situation analyzed in the above example is an  
extreme simplification of reality. Nevertheless, the example  
shows that the number of citations of an article is not necessar-
ily a more accurate indicator of the value of the article than  
the IF of the journal in which the article has appeared. Which 
of the two indicators is more accurate depends on the degree to  
which citations provide an accurate representation of the value 
of an article. In the next two sections, we will study this in more  
detail, first by providing a conceptual discussion and then by  
presenting computer simulations.

4. Conceptual discussion
In the previous section, we provided an illustrative example 
of a situation in which it is possible that the IF of the journal in  
which an article has appeared is a more accurate indicator 

Table 2. Breakdown of the number of articles 
in journals A and B by value and number of 
citations (scenario 1).

Journal A

Lowly cited Highly cited Total

Low value 18 2 20

High value 8 72 80

Total 26 74 100

Journal B

Lowly cited Highly cited Total

Low value 72 8 80

High value 2 18 20

Total 74 26 100

Table 3. Probability that an article is 
lowly or highly cited conditional on 
the article being of low or high value 
(scenario 2).

Lowly cited Highly cited

Low value 0.7 0.3

High value 0.3 0.7

Table 4. Breakdown of the number of articles 
in journals A and B by value and number of 
citations (scenario 2).

Journal A

Lowly cited Highly cited Total

Low value 14 6 20

High value 24 56 80

Total 38 62 100

Journal B

Lowly cited Highly cited Total

Low value 56 24 80

High value 6 14 20

Total 62 38 100
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of the value of the article than the number of citations of the  
article. The situation analyzed in the example in the previous  
section is an extreme simplification of reality. As we have seen 
in Section 2, in discussions on the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles, the skewness of the distribution of citations 
over the articles in a journal usually plays a crucial role. The  
skewness of journal citation distributions was not taken into  
account in the simple example presented in the previous  
section. In this section, we provide a more general conceptual  
discussion on the use of the IF for assessing individual articles.  
The skewness of journal citation distributions is a key element in 
this discussion1.

4.1. Two scenarios
Like in the example presented in the previous section, the  
distinction between the value of an article and the number 
of citations of an article is essential. We again consider two  
scenarios. In scenario 1, the number of citations of an article 
is a more accurate indicator of the value of the article than the  
IF of the journal in which the article has appeared. Scenario 
2 represents the opposite situation. In both scenarios, journal  
citation distributions are highly skewed.

Scenario 1 can be summarized in the following three points:

1.     The number of citations of an article is a relatively accurate 
indicator of the value of the article.

2.     Journals are rather heterogeneous in terms of the values of 
the articles they publish.

3.     The skewness of journal citation distributions results mainly 
from point 2.

Compared with scenario 1, scenario 2 offers an opposite  
explanation of the skewness of journal citation distributions:

1.     The number of citations of an article is a relatively  
inaccurate indicator of the value of the article.

2.     Journals are fairly homogeneous in terms of the values  
of the articles they publish.

3.     �The skewness of journal citation distributions results mainly 
from point 1.

In scenario 1, the number of citations of an article and the value 
of an article are strongly correlated. The skewness of a journal  
citation distribution therefore reflects the skewness of the  
distribution of the values of the articles in a journal. The IF is 
not representative of the number of citations of an individual  
article in a journal, and in scenario 1 this directly implies that 

the IF is not an accurate indicator of the value of an individual  
article.

The situation is very different in scenario 2. In this scenario, 
the articles in a journal all have a relatively similar value. The  
skewness of a journal citation distribution therefore does not 
result from large differences in the values of the articles in a  
journal. Instead, it results from the inaccuracy of citations as 
an indicator of the value of an article. As a consequence of  
this inaccuracy, articles that have a similar value may have  
very different numbers of citations. In line with the literature 
on cumulative advantage (De Solla Price, 1976) or preferential  
attachment (Barabasi & Albert, 1999) processes, this causes 
the citation distribution of a journal to be skewed even 
though the articles in the journal all have a relatively similar  
value.

Like in scenario 1, in scenario 2 the IF is not representative 
of the number of citations of an individual article in a journal.  
However, this is not a problem in scenario 2. If a journal has 
published a sufficiently large number of articles, the IF may be  
expected to be a quite accurate indicator of the average value 
of the articles in the journal. This is the case despite the fact  
that in scenario 2 the number of citations of an individual  
article is a relatively inaccurate indicator of the value of the  
article. To understand this, it is essential to recognize that the 
IF is calculated at the level of an entire journal rather than 
at the individual article level. At the journal level, ‘errors’ in  
citations may be expected to largely cancel out. This is in  
agreement with what Nicolaisen (2007) refers to as the standard 
account of citation analysis (e.g., Van Raan, 1998). If ‘errors’ 
in citations largely cancel out at the journal level, the IF is a 
quite accurate indicator of the average value of the articles in 
a journal. Since the articles in a journal all have a relatively  
similar value in scenario 2, this implies that the IF is also a  
quite accurate indicator of the value of an individual  
article.

4.2. Which scenario is more realistic?
Critics of the use of the IF for assessing individual articles  
implicitly appear to assume that reality is like scenario 1. Critics 
do not seem to be aware of the possibility of reality being more 
like scenario 2, or alternatively, they may consider scenario 2 
to be highly unrealistic and may therefore not take it seriously. 
In our view, there is no easy way to determine whether scenario 
1 or scenario 2 is closer to reality. Nevertheless, we can make 
some comments on the degree to which scenarios 1 and 2 may be  
realistic.

We first consider the accuracy of citations as an indicator of 
the value of an article. In scenario 1 citations are a relatively  
accurate indicator of the value of an article, while in scenario  
2 they are a relatively inaccurate indicator. There are two  
reasons why it is difficult to say which of the two scenarios is  
more realistic.

First, there are conflicting viewpoints on the accuracy of  
citations as an indicator of the value of an article. For instance,  

1Our use of the term ‘skewness’ in this paper follows the literature discussed in  
Subsection 2.1. However, we note that it would actually be more appropriate to  
consider the variance rather than the skewness of journal citation distributions. 
If the citation distribution of a journal is perfectly symmetrical (and therefore  
completely non-skewed) but has a high variance, the IF would still not be  
representative of the number of citations of an individual article in the journal.  
Presumably, many scientometricians would then still have statistical objections  
against the use of the IF at the level of individual articles.
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following the well-known distinction between the normative  
and the social constructivist perspectives on citations (Nicolaisen,  
2007), it is clear that those who adopt the normative perspective  
will have more confidence in the accuracy of citations  
than those who adopt the social constructivist perspective.  
Hence, followers of the normative perspective will be more  
likely to accept the viewpoint of scenario 1 on the accuracy of  
citations, while followers of the social constructivist perspec-
tive will reject this viewpoint and may find the viewpoint of  
scenario 2 more acceptable (although they may also disagree  
with this viewpoint).

There is a second reason why it is difficult to say which of the  
two scenarios provides a more realistic perspective on the  
accuracy of citations. As discussed in Subsection 3.1, we have 
chosen not to provide a precise definition of the concept of the  
value of an article. However, depending on how this concept 
is understood, one may prefer either scenario 1 or scenario 2.  
For instance, if the value of an article is understood as the 
extent to which the article is used in other articles, citations may  
perhaps be considered a relatively accurate indicator of the 
value of an article. From this point of view, scenario 1 may 
then be regarded as more realistic than scenario 2. On the other 
hand, if the value of an article is understood as the quality of the  
article according to the judgment of scientific peers, citations 
may be considered a relatively inaccurate indicator of the value 
of an article. Scenario 2 may then be regarded as more realistic  
than scenario 1.

We now consider the homogeneity or heterogeneity of journals 
in terms of the values of the articles they publish. In scenario 1  
there are large differences in the values of the articles published 
in a journal, while in scenario 2 the articles published in a  
journal all have a relatively similar value.

The homogeneity of journals in scenario 2 can be motivated  
based on two ideas. One idea is that the peer review system 
of a journal will ensure that all or almost all articles in a  
journal have a value above a certain journal-specific minimum  
threshold. The other idea is that researchers will generally try 
to publish their work in a journal that is as ‘prestigious’ as  
possible, which means that they will try to avoid publishing  
their work in a journal that also publishes work of much lower 
value. Together, these two ideas may cause journals to be  
relatively homogeneous in terms of the values of the articles they 
publish.

The above motivation for the homogeneity of journals in  
scenario 2 requires a relatively high level of confidence in 
the accuracy of the journal peer review system. However, the  
accuracy of the journal peer review system has been questioned  
(for an overview of the literature, see Bornmann, 2011), which 
provides support for the heterogeneity of journals in scenario 1.  
There are also other arguments that may be used to support  
the heterogeneity of journals. For instance, when a journal  
publishes lots of articles, it seems unlikely that these articles 
are all of similar value. In general, the larger a journal, the 
more the journal can be expected to be heterogeneous in terms 

of the values of its articles. In addition, in a small field with  
only a limited number of journals (such as the field of  
scientometrics), even a relatively small journal may need to  
publish articles that are of quite different value. This also results  
in journals being heterogeneous.

We have now made a number of comments on the degree to  
which scenarios 1 and 2 may be realistic. Based on these  
comments, which of the two scenarios is closer to reality? 
In our opinion, there is no easy answer to this question. The 
answer is likely to be field- and journal-dependent. It is also 
likely to be time-dependent. In line with some of the literature  
discussed in Subsection 2.2 (Abramo et al., 2010; Ancaiani  
et al., 2015; Levitt & Thelwall, 2011), shortly after an article  
has been published, scenario 1 seems unrealistic, since there has 
not been much time for the article to be cited. Scenario 1 may 
be more realistic in the longer term. Scenario 2, on the other  
hand, may be realistic both in the short term and in the longer 
term. Furthermore, as we have already pointed out, the answer 
to the above question also depends on the precise understanding 
that one has of the concept of the value of an article. In other  
words, the appropriateness of the use of the IF for assessing 
individual articles is dependent on the precise criterion based  
on which one wants articles to be assessed.

Importantly, whether the IF can or cannot be used for  
assessing individual articles is perhaps not even the most  
relevant question to ask. Any method for assessing articles 
has weaknesses. This applies not only to the IF but also to the  
number of citations of an article and to assessment based on  
peer review. The question whether the use of a specific method 
for assessing articles is appropriate or not therefore seems to be of 
limited relevance. Instead, a more relevant question seems to be 
which of the various methods available for assessing articles  
is most appropriate relative to the others. For instance, critics 
of IF-based assessment of individual articles typically seem to  
believe that for assessing an article it is more appropriate to 
use the number of citations of the article than the IF of the  
journal in which the article has appeared. This seems to be the 
case for the critics quoted in Subsection 2.1, although some  
of them are more explicit about this than others. Gingras (2016, 
p. 48) is very explicit: “If one wants to measure the quality or  
visibility of a particular item, one must look at the citations  
actually received in the years following its publication.” In our 
opinion, determining the relative appropriateness of different  
methods for assessing articles is a much more intricate problem 
than critics of IF-based assessment seem to believe. We reject a  
simple binary perspective in which some methods are valid and 
others are invalid. Instead, it is a matter of degree. Depending  
on the assumptions that one makes, one method may be  
more appropriate than another, but the difference need not be 
large. Also, the situation may reverse when the assumptions are  
changed. In the next section, we will use computer simulations to 
further elaborate our viewpoint.

5. Computer simulations
We now use computer simulations to further illustrate the  
ideas introduced in the previous two sections. We start by  
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presenting our simulation model and by discussing how we  
analyze the accuracy of an indicator for assessing individual  
articles. We then report the results of our computer simulations2.

5.1. Model
We consider a scientific field in which there are m journals. 
In a certain time period, n articles are published in these  
journals. Each journal is of the same size, so each journal  
publishes n/m articles.

For each article i (i = 1,2, ... , n), the value of the article, denoted  
by v

i
, is drawn from a lognormal distribution, that is,

         ( )2logN .i σ∼ vv                        (1)

We use logN(σ 2) to denote a lognormal distribution for which  
the mean and the variance of the underlying normal distribution 
are equal to – σ 2/2 and σ 2, respectively. In this way, the mean  
of the lognormal distribution always equals 1, regardless of 
the value of σ 2. A lognormal distribution is used in (1) because  
in reality there are probably many more articles that have a low 
or moderate value than articles that have a high value. This is  
captured by the skewness of the lognormal distribution. The 
degree to which the distribution is skewed is determined by the  
parameter 2σv  in (1).

Journal 1 is regarded as the most prestigious journal in the  
field, journal 2 is regarded as the second most prestigious 
journal in the field, and so on. Journal m is seen as the least  
prestigious journal. Our model does not specify why one  
journal is regarded as more prestigious than another journal.  
However, one could imagine that this is based on the IFs 
of the journals in earlier time periods or on the value of the  
articles published in the journals in earlier time periods. Our  
model assumes that the authors of an article first try to publish  
their article in journal 1. If their article is rejected by this  
journal, they try to publish it in journal 2, and so on. This goes on 
until there is a journal that accepts the article.

To decide which articles to accept and which ones to reject, a  
journal k estimates the value of each article it receives. To do 
so, the journal sends each article to reviewers. Based on the  
comments reviewers provide on an article, the journal obtains 
an estimate of the value of the article. The value of article i  
estimated by journal k, denoted by e

ik
, equals the value of the  

article multiplied by a value drawn from a lognormal distribution. 
More precisely, e

ik
 is given by

                           ( )2where logN .iik ik ik re ε ε σ= ∼v                       
(2)

The parameter 2
rσ  determines the accuracy of the journal peer  

review system. The smaller the value of this parameter, the  

more accurate the journal peer review system. If 2
rσ  = 0, the  

journal peer review system provides a perfectly accurate  
estimate of the value of an article. Of all articles received by  
journal k, the journal accepts the n/m articles that have the  
highest estimated value. All other articles are rejected. Hence, 
journal 1 receives n articles and rejects n – n/m of them,  
journal 2 receives n – n/m articles and rejects n – 2(n/m) of  
them, and so on. Journal m, the least prestigious journal,  
receives n/m articles, which it all accepts.

After all n articles have been published, they accumulate  
citations. Our model assumes that the number of citations of 
an article correlates with the value of the article. On average,  
articles that have a higher value receive more citations. For  
each article i, the number of citations of the article, denoted by 
c

i
, equals the value of the article multiplied by a value drawn  

from a lognormal distribution, that is,

                 ( )2where ~ logN .ci i i ic ε ε σ= v        
(3)

The parameter 2
cσ  determines the accuracy of citations as an 

indicator of the value of an article. The smaller the value of 
this parameter, the higher the accuracy of citations. If 2

cσ  = 0,  
citations are a perfectly accurate indicator of the value of an  
article. In reality, the number of citations of an article is 
an integer. For simplicity, we do not require the number of  
citations of an article to be an integer in our model. As we  
discuss in Subsection 5.3, citations may be interpreted as rescaled  
citations (Radicchi et al., 2008) in our model.

It follows from (1) and (3) that the distribution of citations 
over articles is also lognormal. More precisely, the distribution  
of citations over articles is logN( 2σv  + 2

cσ ). The lognormal  
distribution of citations over articles is in line with empirical  
studies that show that the distribution of citations over articles 
is highly skewed and approximately lognormal (Evans et al.,  
2012; Radicchi et al., 2008; Stringer et al., 2008; Thelwall,  
2016a; Thelwall, 2016b).

Finally, for each journal k, the IF of the journal, denoted by  
IFk, is calculated. In our model, the IF of a journal is defined as 
the average number of citations of the articles published in the  
journal. Hence, IFk is given by

                                    

1

1

n
ii ik

k n
i ik

p c
IF ,

p
=

=

Σ
=

Σ
                                   

(4)

where p
ik

 equals 1 if article i has been published in journal 
k and 0 otherwise. In our model, each journal publishes n/m  
articles, and therefore the denominator in (4) always equals n/m.

The model introduced above of course provides a simplified  
representation of reality. For instance, in reality journals 
are not all of the same size and researchers do not all have 
the same perception of the prestige of the journals in their 
field. Also, when researchers want to publish an article, they 
do not always start by submitting their article to the most  

2Our use of computer simulations is somewhat related to work by Kapeller &  
Steinerberger (2016). Kapeller and Steinerberger use computer simulations to study 
the journal publishing system. Their focus is on analyzing the efficiency of the  
system, not on analyzing the accuracy of indicators for assessing individual  
articles.
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prestigious journal. Based on their knowledge of the journals 
in their field, researchers may know the journal in which their  
article can best be published, and they may immediately submit 
their article to this journal rather than first submitting it to other 
more prestigious journals.

Importantly, we consider the simplicity of our model to be a  
strength, not a weakness. We could develop a more realistic  
model. However, such a model would also be more complex, 
making it more difficult to obtain clear insights from the model.  
A good model captures the essential elements that need to 
be taken into account to get a proper understanding of the  
phenomenon of interest, while it leaves out the non-essential  
elements. We believe that our model indeed captures the  
elements that are essential for our analysis. At the same 
time, non-essential elements are left out, so that unnecessary  
complexity is avoided and clear insights can be obtained.

5.2. Accuracy of an indicator
We focus on two indicators for assessing individual articles. 
One indicator is the IF of the journal in which an article has 
appeared3. The other indicator is the number of citations of 
an article. Our aim is to analyze and compare the accuracy of  
these two indicators. This of course requires a precise definition  
of the accuracy of an indicator.

Our definition of the accuracy of an indicator relies on a binary 
classification of articles based on their value. Like in Subsection  
3.2, we distinguish between low-value and high-value articles. 
To make this distinction, we introduce the parameter α. This  
parameter specifies the share of articles that are considered to  
be of high value. Of the n articles in our simulation model, the 
αn articles with the highest values are classified as high-value  
articles, while the remaining articles are classified as low-value  
articles.

To obtain the accuracy of an indicator, we select the αn articles  
that are most highly ranked by the indicator (i.e., the αn articles 
with the highest IF or the largest number of citations) and we  
calculate the percentage of the selected articles that are of  
high value. The accuracy of an indicator can be anywhere  
between 0% and 100%. An indicator has an accuracy of 100%  
if the αn articles that are most highly ranked by the indicator  
coincide with the αn high-value articles. An indicator has an  
accuracy of 0% if the αn most highly ranked articles are all of  
low value.

5.3. Results
We now present the results of our computer simulations. 
We consider a situation in which n = 2000 articles are  
published in a certain scientific field and in a certain time  
period. These articles appear in m = 20 journals, which  
means that each journal publishes n/m = 2000/20 = 100 articles.

To choose suitable values of 2σv  and 2
cσ , we rely on empirical  

work carried out by Radicchi et al. (2008). Radicchi et al.  
rescale citations in such a way that in each field the average  
number of citations per article equals 1. This is in agreement 
with our simulations, in which we also have an average number  
of citations per article of 1. Radicchi et al. report that the  
distribution of rescaled citations over the articles in a field is  
lognormal, with the variance of the underlying normal  
distribution being equal to 1.34. In order to obtain citation  
distributions that are in line with the findings of Radicchi  
et al., we require that 2σv  + 2

cσ  = 1.3 in our simulations. In the  
presentation of the simulation results, we report the value  
of 2

cσ . Values of 2
cσ  between 0 and 1.3 are considered. The value  

of 2σv  is not reported, but this value equals 1.3 – 2
cσ . Suitable  

values of 2
rσ  cannot be easily derived from empirical analyses.  

We therefore simply consider a number of different values of 2
rσ   

in our simulations.

In the calculation of the accuracy of an indicator, we set the  
parameter α equal to 0.1. Hence, we determine the accuracy  
of an indicator based on the capability of the indicator to  
identify the 10% highest-value articles. The choice of α = 0.1 
is somewhat arbitrary. However, we also tested other values of  
α, and our results do not change in an essential way when a  
different value of α is chosen. Our simulation results are based  
on 1000 simulation runs. The accuracy of an indicator is  
calculated as the average accuracy over all simulation runs.

Figure 1 shows for different values of 2
rσ  and 2

cσ  the accuracy 
of both the IF of the journal in which an article has appeared  
and the number of citations of an article. Four different  
values of 2

rσ  are considered. In our simulation model, the value 
of 2

rσ  has no influence on the accuracy of citations, but it does  
influence the accuracy of the IF. The higher the value of 2

rσ   
(i.e., the lower the accuracy of the journal peer review system),  
the less accurate the IF. As can be expected, the accuracy of 
both the IF and citations decreases as the value of 

2
cσ  increases.  

However, the value of 2
cσ  has more influence on the accuracy 

of citations than on the accuracy of the IF. As discussed in  
Subsection 4.1, this is because ‘errors’ in citations tend to  
cancel out in the IF, making the IF relatively insensitive to these 
‘errors’.

The most important observation based on Figure 1 is that 
for a range of values of 2

rσ  and 2
cσ  the IF is more accurate  

4The findings of Radicchi et al. are criticized by Waltman et al. (2012), who show 
that rescaled citation distributions do not have exactly the same shape in different  
fields. Nevertheless, the findings of Radicchi et al. provide a reasonable approxima-
tion of the true shape of citation distributions, and we therefore use these findings  
to inform the choice of the values of 2σv  and 2

cσ  in our simulations.

3In reality, the way in which the IF is used for assessing individual articles is  
slightly different from the way in which this is done in our simulation model. In  
reality, when an article published in year y is assessed using the IF, the IF is  
calculated based on citations received by articles published in the same journal in 
years y – 1 and y – 2. To keep our simulation model as simple as possible, time is not  
taken into account in the model. Essentially, in our model, the IF is calculated  
based on citations received by articles published in year y rather than in years y – 1 
and y – 2. Although our model provides a simplified representation of reality, this  
does not affect our analysis in an essential way. The key element in the discus-
sion on the use of the IF for assessing individual articles is the skewness of citation  
distributions, and this skewness is properly reproduced in our model.
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Figure 1. Accuracy of the impact factor (IF) and of citations for different values of σ 2
r  and σ 2

c.

than citations. This is the case when the value of 2
rσ  is not too 

high (i.e., the journal peer review system is at least moderately  
accurate) and the value of 2

cσ  is not too low (i.e., citations are 
at least moderately inaccurate). For these values of 2

rσ  and 2
cσ ,  

the IF benefits from its limited sensitivity to ‘errors’ in cita-
tions while it does not suffer too much from heterogeneity in 
the values of the articles published in a journal. As shown in the  
top-left panel in Figure 1, when 2

rσ  = 0 (i.e., the journal peer  
review system is perfectly accurate), the IF outperforms  
citations for all values of 2

cσ . On the other hand, the bottom- 
right panel in Figure 1 shows that for high values of 2

rσ   
(i.e., the journal peer review system is highly inaccurate) the IF 
is always outperformed by citations, regardless of the value 
of 2

cσ . In this case, journals are highly heterogeneous and  
publish a mix of high-value and low-value articles, making the IF  
a very weak indicator of the value of an article.

The results presented in Figure 1 are based on a situation in  
which there are m = 20 journals. Figure 2 shows the effect 
of increasing or decreasing the number of journals, while  
keeping the total number of articles fixed at n = 2000. In the 
left panel of Figure 2, the number of journals has been halved  
(and the number of articles per journal has been doubled), 

which means that we have m = 10 journals with n/m = 200  
articles per journal. In the right panel, the number of journals 
has been doubled (and the number of articles per journal 
has been halved), resulting in m = 40 journals with n/m = 50  
articles per journal. In both panels, 2

rσ  has a value of 0.4. Hence, 
we consider an intermediate level of accuracy of the journal peer 
review system.

Increasing the number of journals from 10 (left panel of  
Figure 2), to 20 (top-right panel of Figure 1), to 40 (right panel 
of Figure 2) yields a modest improvement in the accuracy of  
the IF. Of course, it does not affect the accuracy of citations. 
The increase in the number of journals therefore broadens the  
range of values of 2

cσ  in which the IF outperforms citations.  
When the IF is used as an indicator of the value of an article, it 
is clear that the number of journals should not be too small.  
In the extreme case in which there is only one journal (i.e.,  
m = 1), the IF is completely useless as an indicator of the  
value of an article. However, the number of journals should not 
be too large either. Having a large number of journals is fine as  
long as the number of articles per journal does not become too 
small. When the number of articles per journal is very small,  
the IF will be highly sensitive to ‘errors’ in citations. The smaller 
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the number of articles in a journal, the less one can expect ‘errors’ 
in citations to cancel out. In the extreme case in which each  
journal publishes only one article (i.e., m = n), the IF and  
citations have exactly the same accuracy. However, this is an 
artefact that results from our choice not to take time into account  
in our simulation model (see footnote 3).

We have seen that, depending on the values of 2
rσ , 2

cσ , and m,  
the accuracy of the IF may be either higher or lower than the 
accuracy of citations. A natural question to ask is whether the 
IF and citations can be combined into a hybrid indicator that 
is more accurate than both the IF and citations separately. This 
possibility was already suggested by Anfossi et al. (2016);  
Levitt & Thelwall (2011). To explore this possibility, we  
obtain hybrid indicators by calculating a weighted average of  
the IF of the journal in which an article has appeared and 
the number of citations of the article5. We give a weight 
of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% to the IF. The remaining 
weight is given to citations. Of course, when the IF has a 
weight of 0%, the hybrid indicator coincides with the citations  
indicator. Likewise, using a weight of 100% for the IF, the hybrid  
indicator coincides with the IF indicator. We focus on the  
situation in which 2

rσ  = 0.4 and m = 20.

The results are presented in Figure 3. The figure confirms that 
hybrid indicators indeed perform well. Except for very low  
values of 2

cσ , citations are consistently outperformed by a  
hybrid indicator that gives a weight of 25% to the IF and a weight 
of 75% to citations. The other way around, for any value of  

2
cσ , the IF is outperformed by a hybrid indicator that gives a  

weight of 75% to the IF and a weight of 25% to citations. These 
results show that one does not necessarily need to make an  

absolute choice between the IF and citations. Instead, the 
two indicators can be combined into a hybrid indicator that 
is likely to be more accurate than each of the two indicators  
separately.

6. Discussion and conclusion
According to Van Raan (quoted by Van Noorden, 2010,  
p. 864–865), “if there is one thing every bibliometrician 
agrees, it is that you should never use the journal impact  
factor to evaluate research performance for an article or for an  
individual — that is a mortal sin”. As discussed in Section 2, 
many scientometricians indeed reject the use of the IF for  
assessing individual articles. Moreover, the widespread support 
for DORA (2013) shows that the same applies to the scientific  
community more generally. Many objections against the IF and 
the way in which it is used in research evaluations are legiti-
mate and deserve careful consideration. However, the statis-
tical arguments that are typically employed to reject the use 
of the IF at the level of individual articles are not convinc-
ing. A more nuanced perspective on the use of the IF and of  
journal-level indicators more generally is therefore needed.

Figure 2. Accuracy of the impact factor (IF) and of citations for different numbers of journals and for different values of σ 2
c.

Figure 3. Accuracy of different hybrid indicators combining 
the impact factor (IF) and citations for different values of σ 2

c.

5In our simulation model, the IF and citations have the same scale (i.e., they both 
have an average value of 1) and therefore it makes sense to combine them in a  
straightforward way by calculating a weighted average. In practice, the IF and citations 
are likely to have different scales. This needs to be accounted for when combining 
them into a hybrid indicator.
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As we have shown using an illustrative example in Section 3, a 
conceptual discussion in Section 4, and computer simulations  
in Section 5, commonly used statistical arguments against 
the use of the IF for assessing individual articles are incor-
rect. This applies to arguments based on the skewness 
of citation distributions, and it also applies to other related 
types of arguments, such as the ecological fallacy argument  
(Leydesdorff et al., 2016; Paulus et al., 2018). Although these  
arguments may appear compelling at first sight, a more  
careful analysis reveals that the arguments do not logically  
lead to the conclusion that the IF should not be used at the 
level of individual articles6. These arguments lead to this  
conclusion only when additional assumptions are made, for 
instance the assumption that citations accurately reflect the 
value of an article or the assumption that journals are very  
heterogeneous in terms of the values of the articles they pub-
lish. Our analysis not only shows that statistical objections 
against the use of the IF at the level of individual articles are not 
convincing. It also shows that, depending on the assumptions  
that are made, the IF may be a more accurate indicator of the 
value of an article than the number of citations of the article. 
We emphasize that our analysis does not address other con-
cerns one may have about the IF, for instance related to its  
calculation or transparency.

Our analysis is of a theoretical nature, and it therefore does 
not make clear whether in practice the use of the IF for assess-
ing individual articles is to be recommended or not and whether 
in practice the IF is more or less accurate than citations. These 
questions require empirical follow-up research. One could 
for instance compare the accuracy of the IF and of citations  
by correlating both of them with peer review assessments 
of articles. Such an analysis is presented by HEFCE (2015)  
(for similar analyses at a smaller scale, see Allen et al., 2009;  
Eyre-Walker & Stoletzki, 2013). The analysis is based on 
the outcomes of the Research Excellence Framework in the 
United Kingdom. It shows that two field-normalized journal-
level indicators, SNIP and SJR, and field-normalized citations 
all correlate more or less to the same degree with peer review 
assessments. However, in this analysis, peer review took place  
after articles had been published, and therefore peer review  
assessments may have been influenced by the fact that reviewers 
knew in which journal an article had appeared and how often 
an article had been cited. Ideally, when using peer review  
assessments to compare the accuracy of the IF and of citations, 
one would like the peer review assessments to be completely  
independent of this type of information.

Follow-up research may also focus on developing more  
advanced simulation models for analyzing the use of the IF in 

research evaluations. The model presented in Section 5 is static 
and involves only a single time period. In a dynamic model with  
multiple time periods, the IF of a journal can be calculated 
in a more realistic way (by using appropriate publication and  
citation windows) and may evolve over time. Moreover, in 
a dynamic model, the citations of the articles published in a  
journal may not only determine the IF of the journal but may 
also be influenced by the IF of the journal in earlier time  
periods, creating a kind of Matthew effect of the IF (for  
further discussion on this possibility, see Kim et al., 2020;  
Larivière & Gingras, 2010; Traag, in press). A more advanced 
simulation model may also consider that the peer review  
carried out by journals takes time and that researchers may not 
want to risk delaying publication of their work by submitting it  
to a journal by which it will most likely be rejected. Hence, 
researchers may make their own assessment of the value of  
their work, and based on this they may choose a suitable  
journal to which they submit their work. Another idea that 
can be considered in a more advanced simulation model 
is that even within a single field of science journals may  
differ significantly in their topical focus. This influences how  
researchers choose the journal to which they submit their work. 
The situation becomes especially complex when some topics 
attract more citations than others. The IF may then create an  
incentive both for journals and for researchers to shift their  
attention to specific topics (e.g., Müller & De Rijcke, 2017). 
A final possibility for a more advanced simulation model is to  
regard the IF and citations as proxies of different aspects of 
the value of an article, leading to a situation in which the IF  
and citations may be seen as two complementary indicators that 
each provide useful information.

Importantly, the simplicity of the simulation model presented 
in Section 5 does not weaken our claim that commonly used  
statistical arguments against the use of the IF for assessing  
individual articles are incorrect. We received a lot of feedback 
on an earlier version of this paper, which we published as a  
preprint in 2017 (Waltman & Traag, 2017). Many of the critical 
comments that we received were about unrealistic assumptions 
in our simulation model. We agree that the model is unrealistic  
in many ways, and we are open to the possibility that more  
realistic models may provide stronger arguments against the 
use of the IF at the level of individual articles. However, this  
does not invalidate our claim that commonly used statistical 
arguments against the use of the IF at the article level are  
incorrect. Our simulation model captures the essence of  
these arguments and shows that they are not convincing.

In our view, whether article-level use of the IF is justified or 
not cannot be decided based only on statistical arguments. 
For instance, in our simulation model, the appropriateness of  
article-level use of the IF depends on the assumptions that one 
makes, and whether certain assumptions are realistic or not is an  
empirical rather than a statistical matter. This illustrates 
that arguments against article-level use of the IF should not 
be based exclusively on statistical considerations. These  
arguments need to be supported by careful empirical analyses.  

6 We refer to Schauer (2003) for a related discussion from a moral philosophi-
cal perspective. Schauer points out that ‘particularism’ (e.g., assessing an article 
based on the number of citations it has received) is not necessarily preferable 
over ‘generalization’ (e.g., assessing an article based on the IF of the journal in 
which it has appeared).
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References

While some of the statistical properties of the IF may be  
questioned, we do not agree with the idea that the use of the  
IF at the article level reflects ‘statistical illiteracy’ (Curry, 2012).

Based on their study of the use of the IF in university medical  
centers in the Netherlands, Rushforth & De Rijcke (2015) state  
that they “feel ambivalent about statements coming from  
scientometricians that the JIF ‘misleads.’ By limiting indicator  
uses to questions of validity, movements like DORA also  
assume displacing the JIF for ‘better’ (i.e. more valid) indicators  
would necessarily give rise to better evaluation practices”  
(p. 136). In a similar spirit, Cronin & Sugimoto (2015) con-
sider the use of the IF for assessing individual articles to be “as 
much a socio-technical as a statistical issue: growing adoption of 
the IF is changing scientists’ behavior and causing displacement  
activity”. While the use of the IF for assessing individual  
articles need not be statistically wrong, it often seems highly 
problematic from a socio-technical perspective. We have not 
considered the socio-technical perspective in this paper, but we 
recognize that there is ample evidence of undesirable conse-
quences of the dominant role of the IF in research evaluations  
(e.g., Chorus & Waltman, 2016; Larivière & Sugimoto, 2019;  
Martin, 2016; Wilhite & Fong, 2012).

We are in full support of initiatives aimed at improving  
research evaluation, and we believe that critical discussions 
about the use of the IF should be an important element of such  
initiatives. However, it is not clear whether replacing the IF  
by article-level indicators will improve research evaluation. 
If article-level indicators become as dominant as the IF, this 

can be expected to have undesirable consequences similar  
to those of the pervasive use of the IF7. The use of the IF 
and other journal-level indicators (Wouters et al., 2019) in  
research evaluations needs to be critically discussed, but 
the discussion should not be based on misplaced statistical  
arguments.
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Stephen Curry   
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In the interests of full disclosure, I want to declare that I am the chair of the steering group of DORA and 
the author of the blogpost ‘Sick of Impact Factors’, both of which are subject to critique by the authors of 
this manuscript. These potential conflicts of interest should be borne in mind when reading this review.  
  
This manuscript presents a theoretical model to contest the view that statistical considerations, 
primarily the inappropriateness of a single indicator – the journal impact factor (JIF) – to 
characterise the skewed citation distributions found in all journals, should not be grounds for 
denying it a role in the assessment of individual articles. The rationale for this work is presented 
carefully and the theoretical model that forms the centre-piece of the manuscript is clearly laid 
out. The authors take some pains to acknowledge the simplified nature of this exercise and the 
wider (and in my view more substantive) debate surrounding the problematic nature of undue 
reliance on journal impact factors in research assessment. On the whole, this manuscript is an 
interesting and thoughtful contribution to an important debate and I enjoyed reading it. However, 
I think there are still some serious problems, both technical and rhetorical, that the authors 
should address. 
  
First, the problem being addressed is extremely narrowly framed. To a degree, the authors have 
been admirably precise in outlining the very particular objection that they seek to address. This is 
centred on the particular question of whether the skewness of journal citation distributions means 
that use of the JIF or the paper citation count is a better indicator of the value of an individual 
article.  
  
However, this very narrow focus comes at the cost of discounting many additional arguments 
against the use of aggregate indicators like the JIF to assess individual papers. These include 
problems – many of which are statistical in nature – with the definitions of citable items, the JIF’s 
short time window, the lack of transparency of the underlying data, the possible manipulation of 
the JIF, and the performative impact of explicit reliance on JIFs in assessment criteria. Although 
these problems are discussed briefly at the beginning of section 2 of the paper, they are 
downplayed in the authors’ subsequent survey of the literature on statistical objections to the JIF. 
To take one example, the authors quote a single phrase from the DORA declaration (
https://sfdora.org/read/) but make no mention of the richer argument that is presented there 
describing the problematic nature of the JIF. I accept that the skewness of this discussion is 
partially justified by the authors’ desire to focus their critique, but that focus needs to be 
maintained throughout. In the discussion, the authors claim that their analysis shows that 
“commonly used statistical arguments” against the use of the JIF are incorrect, but in fact, they 
have only addressed one particular statistical (or technical) argument. I think more precise 
phrasing is warranted. A reminder to the reader in the discussion of the unaddressed technical 
problems with the JIF (which are not taken into account in the model) would be also helpful.  
  
Second, there is to my mind a weakness in the argument constructed from the simple example 
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presented in section 3.2. This theoretical model shows (for the synthetic data relating to 200 
papers presented in Tables 2 and 3) that it is possible to imagine scenarios where either reliance 
on the JIF or paper citation counts could give more accurate selections of groups of high-value 
papers. While this may be the case, this type of selection (of groups of papers) does not map onto 
any real-world exercises in research assessment. Further, the claim following from this argument 
that “the number of citations of an article is not necessarily a more accurate indicator of the value 
of the article than the IF of the journal in which the article has appeared,” is correct only insofar as 
the method allows the calculation of a probability that one or the other selection method will 
identify a high-value article, a probability that can only be determined for synthetic data. The 
probabilistic nature of the authors’ claim should be given more emphasis.   
  
This weakness of this argument is not resolved in the more sophisticated mathematical modelling 
presented in section 5. Although the authors are at pains to point out the theoretical nature of 
their argument and the fact that it presents a simplified view of reality, as they themselves 
concede, there is no visible route to testing their hypothetical model with real data. As an 
academic exercise, there is some merit in using purely theoretical approaches to think through a 
problem, but ultimately theoretical models should give rise to real-world predictions or 
applications. It is somewhat telling that, although a previous version of this manuscript was 
posted to the arXiv in 2017, in the intervening three years the authors have made no further 
progress in testing their ideas with real data. This is likely an indication of the immense difficulty in 
producing accurate estimates for the key parameters of the model, sigma-r-squared (the accuracy 
of journal peer review) and sigma-c-squared (the accuracy of citations as an indicator of value). 
The manuscript discusses how “empirical follow-up research” might be conducted but the ideas 
presented are speculative or confine themselves to the pursuit of more sophisticated simulations. 
In the absence of a test on real data – or a clear pathway to such a test – the conclusions drawn 
must remain hypothetical and unconvincing.  
  
There is some implicit acknowledgement of these limitations in the authors’ careful use of 
language, especially perhaps in the “need not” of their title and the double-negative construction 
in the abstract: “Our analysis show that these arguments do not support the conclusion that the 
impact factor should not be used for assessing individual articles.”  
  
However, I don’t think these go far enough. I have found myself asking whether the authors have 
fully considered the rhetorical impact of their title and summary, which may well be the only 
sections of this paper read by university research managers. Obviously, it is the responsibility of 
readers to read in full, but the Leiden Manifesto (https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-
leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-1.17351), of which Waltman is a co-author, urges us all to 
act responsibly in thinking about and using metrics. In the spirit of the manifesto, I would strongly 
suggest that the authors modify their title and abstract to make it clear that they have no way to 
apply the theoretical analysis presented in their paper to decisions that may impact the careers of 
real people and the conduct of research. 
 
Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?
Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?
Yes
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Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Yes

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?
Partly

Competing Interests: I am the chair of the steering group of DORA and the author of the blogpost 
‘Sick of Impact Factors’, both of which are subject to critique by the authors of this manuscript.

Reviewer Expertise: Structural biology; research assessment; research culture

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have 
significant reservations, as outlined above.

Author Response 20 Feb 2021
Ludo Waltman, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands 

Thank you for reviewing our paper. We appreciate your in-depth feedback. Please find below a 
point-by-point response. 
 
In the interests of full disclosure, I want to declare that I am the chair of the steering group 
of DORA and the author of the blogpost ‘Sick of Impact Factors’, both of which are subject to 
critique by the authors of this manuscript. These potential conflicts of interest should be 
borne in mind when reading this review. 
 
This manuscript presents a theoretical model to contest the view that statistical 
considerations, primarily the inappropriateness of a single indicator – the journal impact 
factor (JIF) – to characterise the skewed citation distributions found in all journals, should 
not be grounds for denying it a role in the assessment of individual articles. The rationale 
for this work is presented carefully and the theoretical model that forms the centre-piece of 
the manuscript is clearly laid out. The authors take some pains to acknowledge the 
simplified nature of this exercise and the wider (and in my view more substantive) debate 
surrounding the problematic nature of undue reliance on journal impact factors in research 
assessment. On the whole, this manuscript is an interesting and thoughtful contribution to 
an important debate and I enjoyed reading it. However, I think there are still some serious 
problems, both technical and rhetorical, that the authors should address. 
 
First, the problem being addressed is extremely narrowly framed. To a degree, the authors 
have been admirably precise in outlining the very particular objection that they seek to 
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address. This is centred on the particular question of whether the skewness of journal 
citation distributions means that use of the JIF or the paper citation count is a better 
indicator of the value of an individual article. 
 
However, this very narrow focus comes at the cost of discounting many additional 
arguments against the use of aggregate indicators like the JIF to assess individual papers. 
These include problems – many of which are statistical in nature – with the definitions of 
citable items, the JIF’s short time window, the lack of transparency of the underlying data, 
the possible manipulation of the JIF, and the performative impact of explicit reliance on JIFs 
in assessment criteria. Although these problems are discussed briefly at the beginning of 
section 2 of the paper, they are downplayed in the authors’ subsequent survey of the 
literature on statistical objections to the JIF. To take one example, the authors quote a single 
phrase from the DORA declaration (https://sfdora.org/read/) but make no mention of the 
richer argument that is presented there describing the problematic nature of the JIF. I 
accept that the skewness of this discussion is partially justified by the authors’ desire to 
focus their critique, but that focus needs to be maintained throughout. In the discussion, 
the authors claim that their analysis shows that “commonly used statistical arguments” 
against the use of the JIF are incorrect, but in fact, they have only addressed one particular 
statistical (or technical) argument. I think more precise phrasing is warranted. A reminder to 
the reader in the discussion of the unaddressed technical problems with the JIF (which are 
not taken into account in the model) would be also helpful. 
In the context of the IF, there are two types of statistical objections that are commonly raised. 
First, there are statistical objections that apply to the IF in general, irrespective of the level at 
which the IF is used (i.e., at the journal level or at the article level). Second, there are statistical 
objections that are specifically about the use of the IF, and of journal-level indicators more 
generally, at the article level. Our paper is about the latter objections, not about the former ones. 
As our literature review shows, the latter objections play a prominent role in the debate about the 
IF, and they therefore deserve close attention. The latter objections are also more fundamental 
than the former ones, since the former objections could be addressed by modifying the way in 
which the IF is calculated, which is not possible for the latter objections. 
Throughout our paper, we point out that our focus is on statistical objections against the use of 
the IF at the level of individual articles, not on other statistical objections against the IF. In our 
revised paper, we have made a number of changes in the introductory and concluding sections to 
emphasize this point even more. In addition, as suggested by the reviewer, in our revised paper 
we are more explicit about the fact that there are also other statistical objections against the IF, 
which we do not consider in our paper. 
 
Second, there is to my mind a weakness in the argument constructed from the simple 
example presented in section 3.2. This theoretical model shows (for the synthetic data 
relating to 200 papers presented in Tables 2 and 3) that it is possible to imagine scenarios 
where either reliance on the JIF or paper citation counts could give more accurate selections 
of groups of high-value papers. While this may be the case, this type of selection (of groups 
of papers) does not map onto any real-world exercises in research assessment. Further, the 
claim following from this argument that “the number of citations of an article is not 
necessarily a more accurate indicator of the value of the article than the IF of the journal in 
which the article has appeared,” is correct only insofar as the method allows the calculation 
of a probability that one or the other selection method will identify a high-value article, a 
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probability that can only be determined for synthetic data. The probabilistic nature of the 
authors’ claim should be given more emphasis. 
In our revised paper, we have added a sentence in which we explicitly indicate the probabilistic 
nature of our example. However, we do not see this probabilistic nature as a weakness. Indicators 
provide only approximate information (which is why we call them indicators rather than metrics). 
Sometimes the information provided by an indicator is accurate, while in other cases it is not. This 
applies both to journal-level indicators and to article-level indicators. The probabilistic nature of 
our example is a reflection of the probabilistic nature of indicators. 
 
This weakness of this argument is not resolved in the more sophisticated mathematical 
modelling presented in section 5. Although the authors are at pains to point out the 
theoretical nature of their argument and the fact that it presents a simplified view of reality, 
as they themselves concede, there is no visible route to testing their hypothetical model 
with real data. As an academic exercise, there is some merit in using purely theoretical 
approaches to think through a problem, but ultimately theoretical models should give rise 
to real-world predictions or applications. It is somewhat telling that, although a previous 
version of this manuscript was posted to the arXiv in 2017, in the intervening three years 
the authors have made no further progress in testing their ideas with real data. This is likely 
an indication of the immense difficulty in producing accurate estimates for the key 
parameters of the model, sigma-r-squared (the accuracy of journal peer review) and sigma-
c-squared (the accuracy of citations as an indicator of value). The manuscript discusses how 
“empirical follow-up research” might be conducted but the ideas presented are speculative 
or confine themselves to the pursuit of more sophisticated simulations. In the absence of a 
test on real data – or a clear pathway to such a test – the conclusions drawn must remain 
hypothetical and unconvincing. 
We do not agree that our conclusions are unconvincing. We conclude that the use of journal-level 
indicators such as the IF at the level of individual articles need not be statistically wrong. This 
conclusion follows logically from our analysis. If the reviewer is not convinced that this conclusion 
is justified, the reviewer should point to a logical flaw in our analysis. 
Importantly, we do not conclude that journal-level indicators are preferable over article-level 
indicators. Our analysis does not support such a conclusion. Those who want to argue that 
journal-level indicators are preferable over article-level indicators indeed need to provide 
additional empirical evidence. Likewise, those who want to argue that article-level indicators are 
preferable over journal-level indicators also need to provide additional empirical evidence. The 
burden of proof is not on us, but on those who want to argue in favor of either journal-level or 
article-level indicators. Regarding the choice between the two types of indicators, we consider 
ourselves to be agnostic. In fact, depending on the context, we think it may not even be desirable 
to choose between the two types of indicators and it may in fact be better to combine the use of 
the different types of indicators, so that a more complete picture is obtained. 
 
There is some implicit acknowledgement of these limitations in the authors’ careful use of 
language, especially perhaps in the “need not” of their title and the double-negative 
construction in the abstract: “Our analysis show that these arguments do not support the 
conclusion that the impact factor should not be used for assessing individual articles.” 
 
However, I don’t think these go far enough. I have found myself asking whether the authors 
have fully considered the rhetorical impact of their title and summary, which may well be 
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the only sections of this paper read by university research managers. Obviously, it is the 
responsibility of readers to read in full, but the Leiden Manifesto 
(https://www.nature.com/news/bibliometrics-the-leiden-manifesto-for-research-metrics-
1.17351), of which Waltman is a co-author, urges us all to act responsibly in thinking about 
and using metrics. In the spirit of the manifesto, I would strongly suggest that the authors 
modify their title and abstract to make it clear that they have no way to apply the theoretical 
analysis presented in their paper to decisions that may impact the careers of real people 
and the conduct of research. 
We do not agree with the reviewer that we “have no way to apply the theoretical analysis 
presented in (our) paper to decisions that may impact the careers of real people and the conduct 
of research”. Our analysis shows that article-level indicators are not necessarily preferable over 
journal-level indicators, and this point has important real-world consequences. Recent 
developments at the Medical Faculty of the University of Bern illustrate this. After signing DORA, 
this institution decided to replace the IF by the relative citation ratio (RCR; Steck, Stalder, & Egger, 
2020) to support decision making about promotions. The IF is a relatively transparent indicator, 
enabling anyone who uses the indicator to reflect on its pros and cons and to discuss what kinds 
of conclusions can and cannot be drawn from the indicator. The RCR is a highly complex black-
box indicator, making it much more difficult for the typical user of the indicator to reflect on its 
pros and cons and to discuss how the indicator can best be interpreted. In addition, just like the 
IF calculation, the calculation of the RCR has been subject to substantial criticism. From the 
viewpoint of responsible research assessment, we believe that the use of a relatively transparent 
journal-level indicator may be preferable over the use of a non-transparent article-level indicator. 
This example, which we briefly discuss in footnote 7 in our revised paper, illustrates the danger of 
dogmatically insisting that article-level indicators are preferable over journal-level indicators. 
Despite our disagreement with the reviewer, we have decided to make a (small) change to the title 
of our paper. The title has been changed from ‘Use of the journal impact factor for assessing 
individual articles need not be statistically wrong’ to ‘Use of the journal impact factor for 
assessing individual articles: Statistically flawed or not?’. This will hopefully stimulate readers to 
carefully reflect on the use of the IF for assessing individual articles and to neither reject nor 
accept this practice in an uncritical manner, but to engage in a more meaningful discussion on 
pros and cons of the use of journal-level indicators. We have also made some (small) changes to 
the abstract of our paper.  

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
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Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group, University of Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton, UK 

This paper uses a mix of conceptual analysis, simplified examples, and simulations to argue that 
using journal Impact Factors (IFs) is not from a statistical perspective inferior to using citation 
counts for the task of identifying high-value articles. The argument revolves around the key point 
that neither the citation count of the article nor the IF of its journal measures the value of the 
article: both are (approximate) indicators of its value, however the concept of value is interpreted. 
Once this point is accepted, which I think it must be, then this article proves that on a purely 
statistical basis it is impossible to say whether citation counts or IFs are the best indicators of 
value for individual articles. 
The point that the authors make that both IFs and citations are indicators of something that we 
cannot measure is a key one that needs to be understood by anyone using citation-based 
indicators for evaluations. I suspect that this will make sense to many authors that value some 
journals above others but recognize that even these occasionally publish poor articles. 
As the authors make clear, they are not arguing in favour of or against the use of IFs for article-
level evaluations, they are only showing that one of the arguments against the use of IFs is not 
correct. I think that this paper makes a positive contribution by shifting the debate to non-
statistical issues when considering the value of IFs (but see below). 
I have one minor quibble: since the IF is calculated using methods that do not take into account 
the skewing of citation counts, I think it is reasonable to call the IF statistically illiterate, even 
though the authors have demonstrated that it is not statistically illiterate to use the IF for 
identifying high value articles.
 
Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?
Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Yes

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?
No source data required

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?
Yes

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
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I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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Author Response 20 Feb 2021
Ludo Waltman, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands 

Thank you for reviewing our paper. Please find below a point-by-point response. 
 
This paper uses a mix of conceptual analysis, simplified examples, and simulations to argue 
that using journal Impact Factors (IFs) is not from a statistical perspective inferior to using 
citation counts for the task of identifying high-value articles. The argument revolves around 
the key point that neither the citation count of the article nor the IF of its journal measures 
the value of the article: both are (approximate) indicators of its value, however the concept 
of value is interpreted. Once this point is accepted, which I think it must be, then this article 
proves that on a purely statistical basis it is impossible to say whether citation counts or IFs 
are the best indicators of value for individual articles. 
The point that the authors make that both IFs and citations are indicators of something that 
we cannot measure is a key one that needs to be understood by anyone using citation-
based indicators for evaluations. I suspect that this will make sense to many authors that 
value some journals above others but recognize that even these occasionally publish poor 
articles. 
As the authors make clear, they are not arguing in favour of or against the use of IFs for 
article-level evaluations, they are only showing that one of the arguments against the use of 
IFs is not correct. I think that this paper makes a positive contribution by shifting the debate 
to non-statistical issues when considering the value of IFs (but see below). 
I have one minor quibble: since the IF is calculated using methods that do not take into 
account the skewing of citation counts, I think it is reasonable to call the IF statistically 
illiterate, even though the authors have demonstrated that it is not statistically illiterate to 
use the IF for identifying high value articles. 
In our view, the use of a journal-level indicator, such as the IF, at the level of individual articles is 
not statically illiterate. We do concede that there could be reasons for questioning some of the 
statistical properties of the IF. To better indicate our position on this issue, we have rephrased the 
sentence on statistical illiteracy in the concluding section of our paper.  

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.
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Is the study by Waltman and Traag (2020) too unrealistic and simplistic? 
  
Lutz Bornmann and Robin Haunschild 
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Waltman and Traag (2020) investigated two perspectives on the value of papers: each journal 
publishes manuscripts with a certain value (reflected by the journal impact factor, JIF) or each 
journal publishes a set of papers with heterogeneous values (reflected by the citation counts for a 
single paper)? Sometimes both perspectives coincide, sometimes not: for example, when low value 
papers appear in reputable journals. Thus, there might be type I and type II errors in the 
assessment of papers (see Bornmann & Daniel, 2009). 
  
Waltman and Traag (2020) addressed with the two perspectives a very interesting topic. However, 
we have the impression that the authors work with three – supposedly different – concepts that are 
actually operationalized in a similar manner: (1) the value of a paper, (2) its citation counts, and (3) 
the value of a journal. Since the authors measure the value of a journal based on citations (by using 
the JIF), two of the three concepts are actually based on the same data, and are thus strongly 
related: one of the best predictors of a paper’s citation counts is the JIF (see the overview of 
research in Table 1 by Onodera & Yoshikane, 2014). The results by Bornmann and Williams (2017) 
indicate that “the JIF (in its normalized variant) is able to discriminate between researchers who 
published papers later on with a citation impact above or below average in a field and publication 
year – not only in the short term, but also in the long term” (p. 788). Furthermore, Waltman and 
Traag (2020) separate the value (of a paper or journal) from citations, but in the paper, they mainly 
refer to a value that is measured by citations (with measurement error). 
  
The small world examples in Tables 1-4 of Waltman and Traag (2020) are rather unrealistic and 
probably lead to different conclusions than more real examples. Both journals have published the 
same number of papers (this is also one of the problems with the computer simulation). The small 
world consists of 200 papers and 100 of them are highly cited. Usually, bibliometricians refer to 
highly cited papers when a paper is in the top 10% or even higher (Waltman et al., 2012), while in 
the small world examples of Waltman and Traag (2020) being in the top 50% is sufficient to be 
highly cited. The choice which of the two journals (A or B) is the one with the higher JIF is 
problematic as this is determined from the number of highly cited papers. A few extremely highly 
cited papers (or even a single paper) could increase the JIF of journal B to a higher value than the 
one of journal A, as it is calculated from the number of citations and not the number of highly cited 
papers. However, a JIF based on the number of highly cited papers would probably constitute a 
much better journal metric than the ones based on raw citation counts. 
  
Reading about the computer simulation in Waltman and Traag (2020), we wondered why a 
completely hypothetical model was chosen while the authors have the Web of Science (WoS) and 
Scopus raw data at hand. All journals published the same number of papers in the simulation 
which is not the case for journals indexed in WoS or Scopus. In the real world, some journals 
publish less than 100 papers per year, and other journals publish a couple of thousand papers per 
year. The values of papers and the number of citations of papers are drawn from products of log-
normal distributions while the authors have real citation counts at hand. It would be more realistic 
to use the number of papers per journal and citations of a paper from WoS or Scopus. Value 
assessments could have been taken from post-publication peer-review databases (e.g., the 
F1000Prime database). Such a procedure might have led to different results than a purely 
hypothetical simulation. 
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The type of reviewing process as described in the paragraph below Eq. (2) in Waltman and Traag 
(2020) is not how it works in real life. Editors do not decide on manuscripts in comparison. The 
setup leads to more accepted low value papers when few papers are submitted and less accepted 
high value papers when many papers are submitted. However, there may not be a better 
procedure for a statistic simulation. 
  
Figure 3 in Waltman and Traag (2020) presents a very interesting point: a hybrid approach between 
citations and JIF. However, we have no feeling which sigma values (accuracy of the peer review 
process and accuracy of citations as an indicator of the value of a paper) might be realistic. 
Therefore, the results of the computer simulation are hard to interpret. 
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